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It was the purpose of this thesis to determine the extent to which 
the major deaths in Les Thibault involved psychological   crises. 
In order to identify the context of any such psychological crisis, 
a preliminary discussion was  included on the  social  implications of death. 
Oscar Thibault was presented  as an archetype of the nineteenth-century 
bourgeois  father in contrast with his two sons,   Jacques and Antoine, who 
represent the twentieth-century spirit   of France.     A detailed analysis of 
the individual deaths of the three Thibaults was made,  along with a paral- 
lel study of The Death  of Tvan Ilych by Leo Tolstoy. 
Results of the  study showed that each of the  characters analyzed ex- 
perienced a psychological  crisis in the   face of death.     This crisis  served 
to either validate or invalidate the individual's value system.    The over- 
all effect of the individual crisis was  characterized by a generally pessi- 
mistic outlook upon man's human condition. 
Les Thibault was seen as making an early and significant  contribution 
to the treatment  of death in twentieth-century French  literature. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
While many critics have alluded to and discussed generally Roger Martin 
du Gard's treatment of the death theme,   few have done an extensive analysis 
of death in Les Thihault. 
Schalk has analyzed the historical element of this  saga novel,   identi- 
fying Les Thihault as "superhistorical", which means that "...the novel of- 
fers insights into or intuitions about the real meaning of the historical 
epoch it treats,  insights and intuitions which the work of history cannot 
provide."1    Schalk views the major deaths in Les Thihault.   along with  Jean 
"arois,  in terms of sociological significance. 
Camus has written a preface to the Pleiade edition of Martin du Card's 
^euvres  completes,  in which he speaks of the author's preoccupation with 
death.     Camus also focuses attention on the sociological importance of this 
theme at a critical age in history, the period from 190/, to 1918.     He sees 
the major thesis of all Martin du Gard's works as a fundamental   question: 
"La communaute'des hommes,   qui aide parfois a vivre,  peut-elle aider a mou- 
rir?    C'est la question au fond de 1'oeuvre de Martin du Gard et qui   lui 
donne son tragique."2    Camus'   remarks on Les Thibault seem to deal  primarily 
TDavid L.   Schalk, Roger Martin du Gard:    The Novelist and History 
(New York,   1967),  p.  7. 
^oger Martin du Gard,  Oeuvres completes    (Paris,   1955), I,  p.   xviii. 
Hereafter cited as O.C.  in the text. 
with the existential   consequences of death as each character searches for his 
true "raison d'*tr»." 
Tn a recent   dissertation,   Jean luitton deals  specifically with the death 
theme in Martin du Sard's  chief novels.    He views Les Thibault as a dual 
world, the  opposing "worlds" of the  nineteenth  and twentieth  centuries.    The 
link between the two worlds  is death:     "...la raort,  la pensee de la mort 
viendront  souvent  jeter des ponts permettant a ces deux mondes de  communiquer 
largement."3    However,  Guitton is  chiefly interested in showing how Martin du 
Card utilizes the death theme to express his  conception of the role of the 
novel   and novelist.     He is referring of course to the author's  statement  con- 
cerning his  choice of subject  for his novels: 
J'etais encore tres jeune lorsque j'ai   rencontre,  dans ur. roman de 
1'AnglAia Thomas Hardy,   cette reflexion  sur 1'un de ses persormages:     la 
vraio valeur de  la vie  lui   semblait 8tre moins 3a beaute  que son tragi- 
que.     Cela repondait en moi   a ur.e intuition profonde,  ft>.roUemert li^e 
V ma vocation litteraire.    Des cette epoque   1e pensais dela (ce que  j 
p«,nse  encore)  que Te orincipal   objet du  roman,   c'est d'exprimer le tra- 
gique de  la vie.     J'ajouterai  aulourd'hui:     le tragique d'une vie indi- 
viduelle,   le tragique d'une destin/e en train dp s'accomplir. 
When one takes into account  the  fact that,  les Thibault was written  during the 
period  from 1920-1939,  the author's obsession with death is understandable. 
While the majority of critics emphasize  other aspects  of Martin du lard's 
tr-atment  of death,  a recent  critic suggests its psychological   importance.  He 
conceives death as the dominating theme of Iji Thibault  and believes that 
?.T*an r,ulUonf  ..poger Martin du Sard «t   la mort,"    Diss.  Qpory University 
1969,  p.  L. 
''Roger Martin du Sard,   '*M^ours de  Stockholm," m? (mai,   19"),  p.   956. 
"la prise de conscience de   sa signification  eonditionne toutes les pense'es 
et les actions des personnages."^    While  such a statement may at  first  seem 
exaggerated,  it  is,   in fact,   supported by Martin du Card's own admission: 
"Je m'aper^ois que toute ma vie, tout   le secret de ma vie   (et aussi  de ma 
vocation d'artiste,  de  ce besoin de  survivre),   le mobile de tous mes efforts, 
la source de toutes mes emotions,   c'est   la peur de la mort.   ]a lutte  contre 
l'oubli,   la poussiere,   le Temps."6    One has only to examine the deaths of 
the three Thibaults to realize how Martin du Card has transmitted these ideas 
to his  characters. 
It is the purpose of this thesis to analyze the deaths of Oscar,   Jacques, 
and Antoine Thibault,  with major emphasis on the resulting psychological cri- 
ses.     In order to identify death as a psychological  crisis,  it will first be 
necessary to include a preliminary discussion  of its social   implications.    Be- 
cause the  period of history covered in Les Thibault is such a crucial  one,  and 
since the novel concerns three generations, the sociological   factor cannot be 
overlooked.     It will be seen that inspection of the ordered life of Oscar Thi- 
bault and his bourgeois household is essential to an understanding of his  la- 
ter psychological crisis in the face of death.     In addition,  insight into the 
sociological  consequences of Oscar's death is needed to comprehend the  subse- 
quent directions of the lives of Antoine  and  Jacques,  and their individual 
confrontations with death. 
5Melvin Gallant, Le Theme de la mort  chez Roger Martin du Gard     (Paris, 
1971),  p.  11. 
6Cited  by Roger Froment,   "Sa mort," NRF    (decembre,   195«),   p.   971. 
Leo Tolstoy's short  story,  The Death  of Ivan  Ilych.  will be used to 
further illustrate the  Idea of death as a psychological  crisis,   particular- 
ly in the case  of Oscar Thibault.     Such a choice is made not by mere  chance, 
but because of substantial   references to Tolstoy's direct influence upon 
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Martin du Gard.       The author himself attests to this influence:     "La decou- 
verte de Tolstoi   a certainement /te l'un des evenements les plus marquants 
de mon adolescence;  at  sans doute  celui   qui a eu sur mon avenir d'ecrivain, 
l'influence la plus durable."    (O.C.,  I,  xlviii)    Henri  Peyre has gone a 
step farther in proclaiming that "The Death  of Ivan Illitch.  that  extraordi- 
nary record of a man feeling himself dying of cancer, is the model,  uncon- 
sciously perhaps, for the death scenes in Les Thibault....""    Ivan Ilych and 
03car Thibault especially share mutual   reactions toward their deaths. These 
sinri larities alone are  sufficient to warrant a comparative treatment which 
pro-rises to yield fresh insight into Oscar's death. 
In a letter to his  friend,   Pierre Margaritis,  Martin du Gard  states his 
basic purpose as an artist:     "...ma corde,  propre,   c'est d'exprimer non pas 
ipS irl/es, mais des sensations des  caracteres,  des personnages,  des  aH.res 
humains...   je suis un romancier et non un penseur,  ni   un sociologue;  un ma- 
nieur demotions,   et non un manieur d'idees."9    His treatment of death bears 
7Martha O'Nan,   "The  Influence of Tolstoy upon Roger Martin du Gard," 
Kentucky Foreign Ianguage Quarterly    (Spring,   1957),   pp.  7-14« 
$Henri  Peyre,   French Novelists of Today    (New York,   1955),  p.   41. 
g"Tettre de Roger Martin du Gard a Pierre Margaritis," NRF (de'cembre, 
1958),   n.   1119. 
out   the validity of his  claim to be more a psychologist than a philosopher 
or sociologist in a literary sense. 
It is hoped that a psychological   analysis of death in I.es Thibault will 
effectively reveal the  inner struggle of these main  characters against death, 
their inescapable destiny.    The value of such an analysis may be  seen in the 
universal  fact that each individual must   face,  by and within himself,  this 
Dhenomenon of human existence.    Rut the   crisis of death  seems especially in- 
tense to these characters of the early twentieth  century.    Therefore it is 
essential that one observe the individual reactions,  attitudes,  and emotions 
as each encotinters hi3  own death.     Only after an inward,   psychological   analy- 
sis  can the reader have  any knowledgeable understanding of the changes which 
result  from this conflict. 
CHAPTER II 
SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
The term "bourgeoisie" has generally been accepted as identifying a 
particular social class.     In the France of the nineteenth and early twenti- 
eth  centuries,   "bourgeoisie" normally referred to the middle class;  a dis- 
tinct,   social  class separated  from the nobility and the proletariat.     As 
Ponteil   indicates,  during the period  from 1815 to 1914    there were three 
divisions within the bourgeoisie:     "...le grand bourgeois...la moyenne et 
la petite bourgeoisie." 
In Lea Thibault the principal characters belong to the "grande bour- 
geoisie" and the  "moyenne bourgeoisie."    Martin du Sard has presented a 
vivid  portrait of the grande bourgeoisie,   principally through his charac- 
terization of Mr. Thibault  and his son  Antoine.     The Fontanin family perhaps 
best  represents the moyenne bourgeoisie. 
However,  a more applicable and encompassing definition of this often 
misused term would be useful here.    Nicholas Berdyaev, in "The Bourgeois 
Mind," refers to the bourgeoisie as "a  spiritual state, a direction of the 
soul,   a peculiar consciousness of being."11    This involves a total   outlook 
on life which governs the  bourgeois' decisions. 
3Fllix Ponteil,  Les Classes bourgeoises et   1'avenement de  la democra- 
tic.  1815-1914    (Paris,  1968), p.  16. 
"Nicholas Berdyaev,  The Bourgeois Mind and Other Sssays h£ Nicholas 
Perdyaev.  Countess Bennigsen,  trans.   (New York,   1966),  p.   11. 
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In light  of this broader concept,   it Is possible to identify Oscar Thi- 
bault  as a symbol of nineteenth-century bourgeois values in France.    Every 
aspect of his being—his personality, his conversations,   and his acts— 
demonstrates "1'esprit bourgeois." 
This spirit makes the Thibault household a microcosm of bourgeois so- 
ciety,     Mr.  Thibault is father and "mattre" of his household,   ordering almost 
its every move with his omnipresence.    He is the ruling authority who assumes 
a God-like  superiority over the conduct of his sons and over his  entire house- 
hold.     In this respect, he represents the  strong bourgeois sense of moral duty 
to preserve the   family structure of the  nineteenth  century.    The sanctity of 
the home was held in high esteem,   parental authority was unquestioned;  parents 
planned the lives of their children,  and dowries and wills were a natural part 
of the   social and moral  institution of the home.    Mr. Thibault is extremely 
proud of this  institution to which he has devoted much time and effort.     In 
conversation with his elder son Antoine,  he proudly defends the continuing im- 
portance of the  family: 
Une famille,   repeta-t-il.     Ce mot,  qu'il ne prononjait  jamais sans 
enphase, eVeilla en lui  de confuses  resonances,  des  fragments de dis- 
cours prononces naguere. 
...si  Ton admet  que la  famille doit  rester la cellule premiere du 
tissu social,   ne faut-il pas...qu»elle constitue cette...arist.oeratie 
plebeienne...ou dorenavant,   S« recrutent les elites?    la  famille...?.e- 
nonds:     ne aommes-nous pas le pivot  sur lequel...tourne l'Etat bourgeois 
d'aujourd'hui?    (O.C., I,  1152) 
This indestructible  faith in the home, his bourgeois "amour-propre",   and 
egotistical ambition provide the stimuli to produce a father committed to an 
ideology rather than to a personal   relationship with his  sons.     As a  father, 
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he operates on the theory of man'3 inherent evil  nature which can achieve 
moral and  social virtue only by the  force of stern discipline.     He is a re- 
lentless disciplinarian who does not  flinch when confronted with the punish- 
ment of his wayward son Jacques: 
Ce vaurien!     Broyer sa volonte!...     Je crois tenir la solution... 
Crouy....     Ainsi, mis a l'abri   des tentations pernicieuses,   purge de 
ses mauvais instincts par la solitude,   ayant pris gout au travail,  il 
atteindra sa seizieme annee,   et  je  veux esperer qu'alors il pourra sans 
danger reprendre aupres de nous la vie familiale.     (O.C., I,   680) 
Mr.  Thibault believes that it is his duty to mold the  character of his two 
sons,   Antoine and Jacques;  even if it requires extreme measures.     Crouy is 
a penal   institution established by Mr. Thibault and lauded by moral  leaders 
of his day as an appropriate method of correction  for delinquents. Mr. Thi- 
bault's use  of the phrase "sans danger" implies the  stern disapproval   of any 
form of parental defiance.     It was naturally assumed that children were obe- 
dient to parents,  and infractions of this rule were met with an air of shock 
and disbelief.     Thus Mr. Thibault reacts typically when Antoine visits Crouy 
without his permission:     "Vraiment, mon cher,  tu...tu me surprends!    II he- 
sitait,   choisissant des termes me'sures,   que dementaient ses grosses mains 
fences et  ses coups de tSte en avant.    Cette me'fiance,  a l'egard de ton 
pere...."    (O.C.,  I,   721-22)    Then  follows Mr. Thibault's customary transi- 
tion  from disbelief to righteous indignation:     "Est-ce que tu me prendrais 
pour un imbecile,   par hasard?    Est-ce que tu supposes que  j'ai attendu tes 
renseignements pour savoir ce  qui   se fait a Crouy,  ou, depuis plus de dix 
ans,   ie passe tous les mois une inspection ge'ne'rale,   suivie d'un rapport? 
(O.C,  I,   -722).    This manifestation of egotism illustrates the dominant rok 
it plays in the bourgeois way of life.     For the bourgeois,  worldly achieve- 
ment was a major priority.    Life was a perennial   fight to achieve position 
and wealth,   and one's success or failure did not necessarily depend upon 
intelligence and industry,   but was quite often attributable to a callous- 
ness of conscience.     The "means" was  subordinate to the "end." 
At the outset of Les Thibault the   central  figure is an influential moral 
leader at the height of worldly attainment.    He is a prominent member of the 
Institute of Moral Science,   contributes articles regularly to a well-known 
periodical,  Revue des Deux Mondes,  and is  concerned with the educational 
system of his day.     It is with considerable pride that he speaks of the Oscar- 
Thibault  Foundation,  his major contribution to moral education and rehabilita- 
tion: 
Voila plus de vlngt ans  que   je me devoue a ces probleme3 de la eri- 
mi nailte enfantine!    Vingt ans que   je  lutte par des ligues de preserva- 
tion,  des brochures, des rapports "a tous les congresl    Mieux que  ca! 
Kst-ce  que  je  n'al   pas  cre'e a ma colonie pe'nitentiaire de Crouy,  un pa- 
vilion special,   ou les enfants vicieux lorsqu'ils atjpartiennent a une 
autre  classe  sod ale que nos pupilles sont sounds a un traltement par- 
ti culieVement attentlf?    (O.C., I,   597) 
This monumental symbol   of social achievement increases Mr. Thibault«s egotis- 
tical desire to insure  success for his two sons.    Antoine seems to be "falling 
in line" by choosing the respectable   career of medicine.    Now the  father urges 
Jacques to comprehend the significance of personal dedication to excellence: 
"Etre  sort!  premier d'une grande ecole,   reprit Mr.  Thibault,...cela vous a^- 
compasne pendant toute  la vie;  partout  ou Ton se presents ensuite,  on eat 
su> d'etre   conside're."     (O.C., I,   90/,)    One can almost hear the heavily em- 
phasized "premier" in his statement.     Tt is evident that Mr. Thibault  is  not 
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satisfied merely with his own success,  but hopes that his good example will 
be  followed. 
Another characteristic of the nineteenth-century bourgeois system was 
a spirit of materialism;   this in spite of considerable lip-service paid to 
religious values.    Major emphasis was placed upon the tangible,   the worldly, 
and the visible.    Mr. Thibault  typifies the materialistic  father whose entire 
life gives priority to worldly ambition and accomplishment.     He has a presti- 
gious  social position,  wealth,  inheritance  for his sons, and lasting memorials 
to his  benevolence.     Yet his materialism is secondary to egotistic ambition, 
epitomized in his plan to  secure a permanent place for the Thibault name in 
the annals of society.     He proposes to have the  family name changed from 
"Thibault" to "Oscar-Thibault",   justifying this decision to his   sons: 
S'il advient, par surcroft, que cette distinction vous  soit de 
quelque profit dans votre  carriere,  tant mieux, mes enfants.     Est-ce 
qu'il n'est pas  juste,   en conscience,  qu'un hcmme,  qui n'a jam4is rien 
demande au temporal,   fasse be'neficier sa descendance de  la nonsidera- 
tion qu'il s'est acquise?    (O.C., I,  914) 
For Mr. Thibault, this will be his supreme gift to his sons,  a legacy which 
represents the years he has devoted to building a foundation for their lives. 
He cannot  be satisfied with an intangible heritage of  fatherly love and gui- 
dance,  but  seems obsessed by a need to outlive himself.    He is concerned that 
his good deeds will inspire  others to continue,   following his example.    He 
personnifies the bourgeois who "even when he is a   'good Catholic,' believes 
only in this world, in the  expedient and the useful;   ...who is incapable of 
living by faith in another world...."12    His preoccupation with social status, 
12Berdyaev,  p.   12. 
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worldly success,   and an influence that will  live on—all seem motivated by 
his ego.    This ego is  like a mental cancer which  spreads  silently but with 
alarming rapidity to permeate every aspect of his life.    Not even his in- 
volvement in religious affairs is spared this trait of his bourgeois per- 
sonality. 
Mr. Thibault is not only a prominent social leader,   but exemplary also 
as a bourgeois Catholic.     In this respect,  "l'esprit bourgeois" is charac- 
terized by devout religious observance and strict adherence to the moral code 
as taught by the Catholic Church.    The Thibault father appears to be a reli- 
gious "giant."    He is active on committees,  gives generously to diocesan 
charities, and is  faithful in attending mass and confession.    He has endea- 
vored to train Antoine and  Jacques according to Catholic principles.     How- 
ever,   religion to Mr. Thibault   seems to be more a useful tool than a meaning- 
ful  philosophy of life.    He seems always able to justify selfish actions as 
an expression of religious piety;   for example, his punishment of Jacques: 
...j'ai toujours pense qu'en m'inspirant  l'idee de  fonder a Crouy 
ce pavilion special,   la Providence m'avait permis de preparer d'avance 
le remede i un mal  personnel.    N'ai-je pas  su accepter courageusement 
cette epreuve?    Sst-ce  que  beaucoup de peres avaient agi  comme moi? 
Ai-je quelque  chose ^ me reprocher?    Grace a Dieu,   j'ai  la conscience 
tranquille.     (O.C.,  I,   731-32) 
Abbe Vecard's response to this boast is a jolting revelation of Mr. Thibault's 
religious hypocrisy.     It is the Biblical   parable of the publican and pharisee 
which dramatically illustrates Mr. Thibault's pride and prejudice. 
The bourgeois prejudice was  directed not only to those of lower social 
status,  but perhaps just as  intensely to the Protestant.     Comical, yet common, 
12 
in the  spontaneous,  prejudicial reaction of Chasle, Mr. Thibault's secretary, 
to Mrs.   Fontanin:     "Quoi?    La huguenote?    balbutia M.  Chasle en ae reculant, 
comme s'il venait de poser le pied dans une  flaque de  la Saint-Barthelemy." 
(O.C.,  I,   601)    The Protestant,   or more specifically,  "Huguenot", was con- 
sidered an outcast or "heathen," and a devout Catholic protected his family 
from contamination. 
The  two principal  families in this novel,  the Thibaults and the Fonta- 
nins,   represent  opposing forces:     Catholic and  Protestant.     In direct con- 
trast to Mr.   Thibault's domineering rule of his household, we  see the relaxed 
atmosphere which  pervades the Fontanin home.    Mrs.  Fontanin is  a deeply re- 
ligious Protestant who believes in the inherent  goodness of man.     She places 
no restrictions  on her two children, Daniel and Jenny, but  provides an at- 
mosphere  of individual  freedom.     Daniel  is allowed to pursue his interest in 
art,  a vocation highly unsuitable  for the ambitious bourgeois. 
perhaps the best illustration of the Catholic-Protestant conflict in 
Tes Thibault  is the only face-to-face  confrontation between Mr.  Thibault and 
Mrs.   Fontanin.     She goes to the Thibault home to "join  forces" in the search 
for the two fugitives,   Jacques and Daniel.    Mr. Thibault rejects her proposal 
with his characteristic form of rationalization: 
Certes,   il   faut agir; mai3 est-ce qu'il ne vaudrait pas mieux que 
nos recherches fussent  se'parees?...  F,st-ce que je ne dois pas eViter, 
a tout  prix,   que,   dans une si   delicate aventure, un autre nom soit pro- 
nonce a cote''du notre?    Kst-ce que mon premier devoir n'est  pas de 
faire en  sorte qu'on ne puisse pa3,  un  jour,   lui   QJacquesJ   jeter au 
visage  certaines relations...d^un  caractere...prejudiciable?    (O.C.,1, 
599) 
The point is obvious:     the "autre  nom" is Daniel,  an undesirable  companion 
for a Thibault, 
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Mr.   Thibault presents the evidence of the boys' guilt,  the "cahier 
gris"; Mrs.   Fontanin refuses to pry into her son's personal  affairs.     She 
is concerned over the personal   safety of the two boys; Mr. Thibault is most 
anxious to prevent any scandal which might affect his respected name.     She 
entreats him not to resort to police assistance, to which he angrily retorts: 
...n'e'tait 1'esclandre qua  ,1e veux eViter a tout prix—est-ce qu'il 
ne serait pas souhaitable pour 1'amendement de ces vaurier.s,   qu'on nous 
les ram°na"t mepottes aux poign»ts,  entre deux gendarmes?    Ne  fut-ce que 
pour leur rappeler qu'il y a encore dans notre malheureux pays un sem- 
blant de   justice pour soutenlr 1'autorite" paternelle?    (O.C., T,  601) 
Mr.  Thibault1 s  final appeal is  for justice; Mrs.   Fontanin's is   for mercy. 
It remains necessary to note the sharp contrast in the reactions of these 
two parents upon Jacques' and  Daniel'3 return   from Marseilles.    Mrs.  Fontanin 
embraces the two without  a word  of reproach, while Mr. Thibault receives Jac- 
ques with an air  of cold indifference.    Refusing to address the  fugitive, he 
speaks  only to Antoine:     "Antoine, mon cher,   rends-nous le  service de t'oc- 
OUper,   pour cette nuit encore,  de ce garnement...    Bionene-Ie dans sa chambre. 
Ce scandale n'a que trop dureV'    (O.C., I,  669)    Again the  bourgeois insis- 
tence upon parental  authority overrules natural parental emotion.    Mr. Thi- 
bault assumes the role of bourgeois moralist who "judges  severely;  whose 
virtue weighs heavily upon everyone, who hates the sinners and publicans and 
13 is the guardian of his neighbor's morals." - 
The  striking differences between the Catholic "haute bourgeoise" exis- 
tence of Mr.  Thibault and the  Protestant  "moyenne bourgeoise" life of Mrs. 
^Berdyaev,   p.   19. 
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Fontanin are sufficient to create two separate worlds.    It is Mr. Thibault's 
duty as parent, moralist,  and protector to maintain this natural division. 
He does not intend  for his  son Jacques to be "corrupted" by a questionable 
relationship with Daniel.     Unable to believe that Jacques would deliberately 
disobey him, Mr. Thibault tries to place all the blame on Daniel  for the un- 
fortunate,  adolescent  flight to Marseilles.    He is convinced that Daniel has 
enticed his son to engage in immoral desires and to taste of forbidden fruit: 
"...nous levons le pupitre de Jacques:    deux autres volumes:     les Confessions 
de J.   J.  Rousseau;  et,   ce qui est plus deshonnete encore,...excusez-nous, 
Monsieur,  un ignoble roman de Zola!    La Faute de l'abbe Mouret." (O.C.,   I, 
5«?4)    Such literature was strongly denounced by religious  leaders of the 
nineteenth century.     It is most probably this evidence which  strongly affects 
Mr. Thibault's  final decision to send Jacques to Crouy. 
All of the attributes of the bourgeois value system in the nineteenth 
century:     respect and  support of the  family structure,   social  prestige, ma- 
terialistic ambition and pride in achievement,   religious piety,   and almost 
total exclusion of those outside Catholicism,  tend to validate the claim that 
"bourgeois" is a spiritual  designation as well as a social one.     Mr.  Thibault 
is totally committed to the bourgeois cause:     perpetrating its "gospel" to 
future generations.     It is his "raison d'etre" and  the   compelling force of 
his life.     He is the authoritative bourgeois,   "a superior type which  strives 
to be the guardian of the  spiritual foundations of life, aspires to be the 
benefactor of mankind, to insure its happiness,   to organize the world  for it."   ' 
^Berdyaev,   p.   19. 
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With  such a goal   as the  purpose of his  existence, Mr.  Oscar Thibault has 
made  of his home the epitome of bourgeois society. 
TV,  physical  illness and death of Oscar Thibault  can be seen as sym- 
bolic of the decay and demise of the nineteenth-century bourgeois era.   Prior 
to his death,   seeds of disintegration had already been sown, but had lain 
dormant beneath his Pharisaism.     Slowly,  as the veil   is lifted,   others dis- 
cover this   destructive hypocrisy.    Mrs. Fontanin is quick to recognise that 
thia bourgeois father's concern is primarily r^r hia own selfish interests 
and not  for the safety and welfare of his sons.    Abbs Vecard is oonaoioua 
of Oscar's problem of oride.    More significant,  however,  is the  fact that 
Jacques and Antoine have not  been deceived by appearances.    Neither respects 
V-:*   father's God;  a fact so clear in Antoine's honest confession,  "Je n'ai 
jamais vu Pieu,  helae,  qu'a travers mon pWs."    (O.C., I,   1389)    Jacques is 
moM vehement  in his denunciation of the religious-oriented life.     At the 
ag«   of  fourteen he writes to Daniel:     "...i1  y a dans l'univers on horane qui 
n'espere rien,   qui  ne  craint  rien,   qui deteste la vie st n'a pas la force de 
la quitter:     cet hcrame,   e'est 01LOI QUI «« CROIT  PAS EN DIEU!!!»    (O.C.,  T, 
624)     Although this atheistic declaration comes  from an adolescent, Mr. Thi- 
bault 's hypocritical   example of religion has made an indelible impress! or 
upon him. 
Perhaps the most vivid illustration of bourgeois hypocrisy is the life- 
8iM h,;„   ot oScar Thibault  at Crouy,   sits of his penitentiary:     «Uh busts en 
pldtr.  ds M.   Thibault,   grandeur nature!!*, mmis qui   SUT ce mur has prenait 
do. proportions eolosseles, diWt Is panneau ds iroits, un humbl. crucifix 
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de bois noir,   orne de buis,   essayait de lui  faire pendant  sur le mur oppose'." 
(O.C.,  I,   682)    The visual   effect Is sufficient to convince Antoine that his 
father's  charitable works are essentially for the purpose of gaining recog- 
nition and prestige. 
Another sign of the   impending destruction of bourgeois values is An- 
toine's and Jacques1 refusal to accept their father's dominance.    In Jacques' 
"nouvelle", La Sorelllna.  he boldly portrays his father's image through a 
principal character,   Seregno:     "...a son bureau,  en  famille,   a table,  par- 
tout,   lucide,  puissant,  irreprochable,   satisfait,   immobile,     line force. 
Mieux,  un poids.     Non pa3 force agissante, mais force inerte,   qui pese.11 
(O.C.,  I,   1176)    It is ironic that Mr.   Thibault, who has conceived himself 
to be a guiding force,   is considered a "force inerte,  qui pese."    That  Jac- 
ques 3hould consider his  father not an active,   creative,   constructive force, 
but a meaningless weight or burden, indicates his radical rejection of all 
that Oscar Thibault represents. 
When Antoine  questions his parental wisdom,  even Oscar Thibault is 
forced to recognize that the regime he represents shows signs of crumbling: 
Alors,  tes brochures,  tes conferences!    Toutes tes belles paroles! 
Dans  le Congres,   oui!    Mais devant une intelligence qui   sombre,   fut-ce 
celle d'un fils,   rien ne  compte:    pas de complications,  vivre tran- 
quille,  et advienne  que pourra? 
Impo3teur!     cria M.  Thibault.    Ah,  pa devait arriver!     Je te voy- 
ais depuis longtemps... Tout se tient:     1'abandon des principes reli- 
gieux,  et bientot  l'anarchie morale,  et la revolte pour finir!     (O.C., 
725) 
It is a crushing blow to Oscar Thibault's pride that he has  failed to 
inject bourgeois values into the lives of his  sons. 
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Because Oscar Thibault has been the  foundation of his bourgeois house- 
hold, his death marks its fall.    Almost immediately there is a total reor- 
ganization of the Thibault establishment.    Antoine becomes the "ma?tre", 
exerting his authority by a complete renovation of the physical  structure. 
It is no longer a home,  but a place of business.     Jacques withdraws  com- 
pletely from the family unit,  even renouncing his inheritance.     Gise, the 
maid,   returns to her work in London,   and the other staff members disperse 
to find other places of employment.    The contrast is complete:    from a 
little bourgeois world to professional business quarters;   from a family to 
a "one-man" operation.    Antoine wastes no time nor spares any expense in 
asserting the long-awaited  freedom which his  father's death has made possi- 
ble.     Well-provided for through his inheritance, Antoine displays no bour- 
geois scruples,  but  squanders his small fortune.    Wealth to him means power, 
his immediate  goal.     He places no value on wealth in itself, but upon what 
it can do for him. 
It is after Oscar Thibault's death that Antoine's suppressed rebellion 
is revealed.    On the return trip to Paris following his  father's  funeral, 
Antoine admits his religious agnosticism.    His  scientific approach to life 
which has always been in conflict with Catholicism is indicative of the ba- 
sic conflict between Antoine and Oscar Thibault.    The latter's death has re- 
solved this  conflict  for Antoine.    He no longer makes any pretense of reli- 
gious belief, but  chooses the way of reason and   logic. 
An indifferent optimism toward moral values is the effect of Antoine»s 
guiding principle,   logic.    Like Jacques,  he refuses to adopt the  strict code 
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of right and wrong preached by his  father,  but  substitutes a new morality: 
freedom to act as he wishes: 
...la morale n'existe pas pour moi.    On "doit",   on "ne doit pas", 
le "bien",   le  "mal",  pour moi ce ne sont que des mots;  des mots que 
j'emploie pour faire comme les autres,  des valeurs qui me sont  com- 
modes dans la  conversation; mais,   au fond de moi,   je  l'ai  cent  fois 
constate',   5a ne  correspond vraiment a rien de reel.     (O.C.,  I,   1123) 
Morality for the Thibault sons becomes a flexible instrument,  adaptable to 
the situation.     Both reject bourgeois principles of sexual morality.    An- 
toine  scorns marriage as  an unnecessary limitation to his freedom.     Jacques 
rejects marriage because  of his deeper  commitment to another, more   fulfill- 
ing cause,  socialism. 
With the death  of the pivotal bourgeois  figure,  pre-existing values 
soon become obsolete.    There is an almost immediate change in atmosphere. 
Following La Mort du fere, there is an overall tone of fatalism which  set- 
tles down on the bourgeoisie.    Oscar Thibault's concern with man's behavior 
is replaced by Jacques' and Antoine's preoccupation with man's  fate.    To a 
nation threatened by war,  the nineteenth-century bourgeois value system is 
no longer relevant.    Wealth,   power,  and  prestige become useless to a people 
struggling to preserve life itself.    Thus it is that time and events opera- 
ting concurrently result in the inevitable disintegration of an outmoded way 
of life. 
CHAPTER III 
PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES 
Although there are major social implications to the death of Oscar Thi- 
bault, the importance of the individual reaction to dying i3 made evident by 
Roger Martin du Gard's extensive use of psychological analysis. This com- 
prehensive study of a man in the process of dying involves not only dramatic 
physical changes, but progressive psychological changes as well. At the 
outset of his illness, Oscar Thibault is a powerful, influential man; at his 
death he has been reduced to a pathetic animal whose demise will be welcomed 
by those he "loved" most. 
In spite of the physical  degeneration, however,  or perhaps because of 
it, a gradual evolution of lucidity in the face of death marks the psycho- 
logical stages of Oscar Thibault's  journey to the grave.    At first he sim- 
ply refuses to entertain the idea of death.    During the early post-operative 
period,  he insists on  following as closely as possible his disciplined sched- 
ule of activities.     For some time he succeeds in convincing himself of his 
approaching complete recovery.    This hope makes possible his patience to- 
ward the nun who has taken responsibility for his physical needs:     "Le souf- 
fle de la garde assoupie l'agacait Men un peu; mais il se plut a rever au 
jour ou,   gueYi,   il  la conge'dierait,   avec des remerciements,  -avec une belle 
offrande pour sa ccramunaut^.     Combien?    On verrait...Bientot!    Ah,  qu'il et- 
ait impatient de revlvre!"     (O.C.,   I.   1158)    This is still the Oscar Thibault 
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who acts as though he has a lease on life.    Whenever doubt overshadows his 
hope of recovery,   it.  only requires a little reassurance  frcni Antoine,   and 
"=~ar is able to dismiss completely thi  unpleasant thought.    Whenever the 
subject  does enter his conversation,  it is always in impersonal terms: 
BVient une heure, mon ami,   ou l'on n'aspire plus qu'au  repos...  Ta mort 
ne doit pas effrayer un Chretien."    (O.C., T,  11?7)    There is a smugness 
and  an air of calm assurance in Mr. Thibault's statement.     On one occasion 
he amuses himself by shocking his secretary with the announcement:     "Je 
suis un homme fini."    (ibid.) 
Put when Chasle thoughtlessly slips while  confiding his   future plans: 
wjiaJ   d'ia ma petite idee,   oui...  Toute une affaire a mettre  sur pied—des 
que  vous ne  3erez plus  la...."    (O.C.,  I,   1U2),  Oscar's reaction betrays 
his  previously concealed  fear.    This  fear begins as anger and shock at  the 
careless  remark:     "Que voulait dire au juste cet imbecile?" (Ibid.)     Qaee 
the  seeds of doubt are inbedded in Os-ar Thibault»s mind, however,  there is 
a steady growth of fear.    He becomes suspicious of those around him, unable 
to trust  their reassurances.     Doubt leads to unanswerable questions:  "Qu'est- 
ce  qu'ils pensent, tous?    Est-ce qu'on peut Hre en danger sans s'en rendre 
eompte?"    (O.C., I, 1145) 
The  (Trowing  conviction that all is not well  is sufficient to humble 
Os^ar, perhaps  for the  first time in his life.     Feeling his inability to 
cope with the idea of his  own death without   assistance, he turns   first to 
his  nurse:     "Je  suis tres malade, ma soeur, vous save?,!    Tres...tres malade! 
4)    The tone is unmistakably II  begayait,  pret a pleurer. (O.C., T, 
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one of fear which has taken  captive one who has always been able to handle 
unpleasant  situations.    When this anguish possesses him, his pride gives way 
to bitter recognition of the truth.     Such is his reaction to his secretary's 
reference to the Oscar-Thibault "penitencier":     "Pe'niteneier?    Pourquoi  pas 
'prison1?"    (O.C.,  I,   1134)    It is a humiliating confession  for the proud 
Thibault to make. 
From his  first crisis experience there is a gradual but  steady degene- 
ration of Oscar Thibault,   "homme puissant."    As he  descends the ladder of 
prominence, we see Antoine*s rise as the man in control.     There is a drama- 
tic change in the relationship between father and son as their positions 
are reversed.     Now it is Oscar who must depend on his son,  the doctor—not 
just  for physical care,  but  for moral support  and comfort:     "II   [OscarJ 
aurait voulu lui   (AntoineJ   crier:     Dis-moi la verite!    Est-ce qu'on me 
trompe?    Est-ce que  je suis perdu,  dis?...    Sauve-moi,  Antoine!    Mais il 
etait retenu par une timidite croissante envers son fils...."    (O.C.,  I, 
1146)     Certainly this directly contrasts with the authoritative bourgeois 
who ruled his household with an iron will.    The radical manner in which  fear 
of death has reversed  father-son relationship is evident  by the "timidite 
croissante" which Oscar feels toward his son.     Antoine becomes the protec- 
tor; Oscar, the protected.    For a while Antoine is able to shield his  father 
from the truth  of the gravity of his illness.     With  childlike faith,  Oscar 
accepts without  question his son's deception,   "un sentiment nouveau,  une 
flamme de tendressc,  embrasait  son vieux coeur."    (O.C., I,   1148)    This de- 
velopping love and respect indicate the  first  real   attempt of Oscar Thibault 
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to communlcate with his son. However, the nature of this communication takes 
first the form of a father's confession as Oscar laments his parental fail- 
ures: "La mort de Jacques. Dauvre enfant... Ai-je fait tout mon devoir?... 
Je voulais etre feme. J'ai ete dur. Mon Dieu, je m'accuse d'avoir ete dur 
avec mon enfant... Je n'ai jamais su gagner sa confianca. Ni la tienne, An- 
toine." (O.C., I, 1153) Desperately, Oscar tries to find justification for 
his disciplinary measures toward Jacques. In a delirious state he cries out 
accusations: 
Va-t'en, mauvais fils!... Tu as oublie' tout ce que tu dois a ton 
pere, \ son nom,  a son rang!    I.e salut d'une ame!    L'honneur d'une  fa- 
mine!... A 
Puis  la voix s'assourdit:    Mon Dieu,   je ne suis pas  sur de votre 
pardon...  Qu'as-tu  fait de ton fils?     (ibid.) 
Yet it  is  only in moments of semi-consciousness that Oscar recalls memories 
of his  son who,  he believes,  has committed sulc-de.    When Jacques is  found 
and brought to his father's bedside, there is  only one indication that Oscar 
recognizes his  son: 
Ses  levres remuerent.     Les pupilles s'agrandirent.     Et soudain, 
dans  cet oeil  morne,   Jacques retrouva un souvenir pr<cis:     autrefols, 
lorsque  son pere  cherchait une date oubliee,  un ncm,  le regard pren- 
ait  cette expression attentive et vague,   cette  apparence decentree. 
(O.C.,  I,   1272) 
If Oscar seems  scarcely to think of Jacques,  he balances this  lack with a 
growing concern  for Antoine.     He is particularly anxious about Antoine's 
disregard   for religion,  and attempts to procure a commitment   from his  son: 
"Eleve' comme tu l'as e'te',  vivant  sous ce toit,   ne devrals-tu pas?...une 
ferveur religieuse enfin!     Une   foi plus  solide,  plus pratiquante?    (O.C., 
T,   1152)    However,  Oscar is not interested exclusively in Antoine's 
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spiritual   state,  but  is trying at the same time both to ease his  conscience 
and to make  sure of his influence upon Antoine's life after he is gone.  Such 
assurance nay render a little less  frightening his  fear of solitude. 
From an independent,   self-ruling,  indestructible tower of strength,  he 
has  crumbled to a dependent invalid whose  greatest  fear is being left alone. 
Tt  is precisely this state which initiates the major crisis of his illness. 
Waking suddenly from a nightmare,  he overhears the nurse  calling for a doc- 
tor to come immediately.     His reaction is that of horror:     "Que  s'est-il 
Dasse?...Tl   ne  s'est pas apercu que son etat empirait.    Le docteur a ete 
apnele.     En pleine nuit.     Tl   est  perdu!    Tl   va mourir!"    (O.C.,   T,   1252) 
Following the initial   shock,  Oscar takes a giant  step toward lucidity.    No 
longer can he be so easily deceived about his  fate:     "Alors, tout  ce qu'il 
avait. dit—sans y croire—pour annoncer solennellement  1'imminence de sa 
mort,   lui   revient a 1'esprit,...   Cette fois,   cette  fois,   il   n'y a plus de 
doute!"    (O.C.,  I,   1252-53)    The  immediate psychological   change is so dra- 
matic that one  cannot doubt  the  impact which his impending death  has upon 
nscar:     "tin vide, tout a coup,   se creuse a la place  ou,   quelques minutes 
plus to"t,   regnait  cette securite  sans laquelle vivre devient impossible;  et 
ce vide est si   soudain que tout   l»equilibre est romnu."    (O.C.,  I,   1253) 
Such a staggering blow not  only upsets the well-ordered life of Oscar Thi- 
bault, but  causes a chain reaction of overwhelming  consequences.    The 
gnawing fear which until now has been chiefly contained can no longer be 
suppressed: 
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La peur le  galope.     II voudrait   crier;  il ne peut pas.     II se sent 
emporte' comme un  fetu dans une avalanche:     impossible de  s'accrocher a 
rien:     tout a chavire, tout sombre avec lui.... 
Enfin la gorge se  des3erre,   la pour s'y  fait un passage,   jaillit 
en un cri d'horreur,  qui s'etrangle aussitot.     (ibid.) 
Fear approaching a state of panic reduces Oscar's ability to reason.     In this 
way Oscar Thibault represents any human being who has become accustomed to 
the  idea of a continuous future.     '.Vhen all hope of any future is erased,  the 
individual   faces the  formidable task of contemplating the end of his own 
existence.     It then becomes necessary to include the  fearful word "death" 
in one's vocabulary.     This word has always  seemed  so natural when applied 
to others,  but unnatural when Oscar must apply it to himself:    "Pour les 
autres,   la mort,   c'etait une pensee courante,   impersonnelle:     un mot entre 
les mots.     Pour lui,   c'est tout le present,   c'est  le re'el!    C'est  lui-meme!" 
(O.C.     I     1257)    Thus the word which he has  struggled not to pronounce,   not 
to take personally,  invades the entire   framework of his thought.     As his 
physical condition worsens,   so does the uneasiness of his mind.     His brief 
intervals of rest only allow the mind to "cre'er des images,  a pro Jeter un 
flla incoherent ou se   succe'daient, en de'sordre,  des troncons de sa vie 
passe'e:     spectacle a la Ms attachant comme un de'f i le" de souvenirs et  fa- 
ti*ant   comme un cauchemar."    (O.C.,  I,   1252)    Oscar reacts violently to 
these  "dreams" which become   increasingly haunting.    His  first impulse is to 
flee this phantom of death which  stalks his conscience;   rather,  he resorts 
to profuse  cursing.    "When Abbe' Vecard appears.  Oscar shows no surprise,  nor 
feels any regret that  the priest has witnessed such a scene.     For one who 
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has  carefully guarded his remarks  for the sake? of image, his outburst is un- 
precedented  in its intensity. 
But. the disciplined mind of Oscar Thibault will not give way so quickly 
to utter despair.     Oscar makes a conscious effort to accept his confessor's 
optimistic approach to death.     Abbe Vecard's concept of death as a welcomed 
door to immortality seems at   first Inviting to the tormented Oscar.     Simul- 
taneously his mind reverts to his childhood,  to the only acceptable  concep- 
tion of lod:     the "Bon Jesus" of his childhood devotion.     Bejpond this naive 
image of lod,  Oscar cannot accept the suDernatural  Feing who, through death, 
delivers man  from the suffering and sorrows  of mortal  life.    life becomes 
more attractive and desirable as he nears death.     He whose  life has centered 
around materialistic attainment cannot  conceive of,  nor envy,  any future 
without  "things."    Even as the priest endeavors to paint a tempting picture 
of the life hereafter, Oscar's mind is clinging tenaciously to his material 
possess-' ons: 
Pills,   lentement,  ses yeux firent  le tour de la chambre,  se poserent 
sur tous  ces objets qu'il  distinguait si   bien malgre' l'ombre,  et  qui 
etaient  siens,   et que, depui s tant  d'anne'es,  il  avait vus,   chaque  jour, 
et  chaque  jour possedes. 
"Quitter tout ca!n munr.ura-t-il. "Je ne veux pas!"  (O.C.,  T,   125P) 
Oscar is  becoming increasingly aware of death as an end to all  the things he 
has  labored so diligently to possess.    This inward struggle  renders him in- 
tolerant  of the  calm indifference of his confessor toward his death.    The 
pitiful   cry,   "Oh la,   la...  J'ai  peur..."     (O.C., I,   1255),   soon gives way to 
anger and  contempt  in a vehement denunciation:    «LM ace'le'rats!    I.es salauds! 
...» vous,   vos histoires!     Asses!...Je vais   ...mourir,   ie vous dis!     Au 
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secours!"     (O.C.,  I,   1256)    But the help Oscar wants so desperately is that 
which the priest cannot give.    At  Abbe Vecard's insistence that he seek God's 
help,  Oscar responds with bitterness:     "Dieu?    Quoi?    Quelle aide?    C'est 
idiot,  a la fin!     Est-ce que  ce n'est pas Lui,   Justement?    Est-ce que  ce 
n'est pas I.ui   qui   veut?"    (O.C., T,   1257)     Incapable of believing that God 
can save him from death,  Oscar implies that his death has been decreed by 
God.     Further, when he diligently seeks to find consolation in the thought 
of this  superior Being, he realizes the emptiness of his religious values. 
Thoughts of God and his "other world" have no meaning for this earth-bound 
creature:   "La Vie eternelle,   la Grace,  Dieu,—langage devenu inintelligible: 
vocables vides,   sans mesure avec la terri fante realite!"    (ibid.)    Suddenly 
aware of the inadequacy 0*" his life of religious piety and good works,  Oscar 
relinquishes in one moment the image ha has worked a lifetime to create: 
"Ta-1 sez-vous,  done!     Un chretien?    Non.     Je ne suis pas un chretien.  Toute 
ma vie,   jc.j'ai voulu....  I'amour du prochain?    Taisez-vous!"    (O.C., I, 
12^0)    This honest confession opens the way for additional soul-searching. 
But Oscar's confession of sins is not made to the priest;   rather it is an 
"inward" confession,   relayed by the  author: 
Tl avait trompe la-dessus tout  le monde.     St 1'abbe.    Et lui-meme, 
nresque toujours.     En realite7,  il   avait tout  sacrifie a la  considera- 
tion des hommes.     Tl  n'avait eu que des sentiments bas,  bas,  bas—et 
au'il   avait   caches!    E'gofsme,  vanite!     Soif d'etre riche,  de commander! 
Etalage de bienfaisance,   pour Stre honore',   pour .jouer un role!     Tmpu- 
rete,   faux-sembl ant,...mensonge!...  Ah,   ce qu'elle lui  faisait honte, 
son existence d'homme de bien!     (Tbid.) 
Deprived now of religion,   one  of the mainstays of his life, Oscar experi- 
ences the heavyweight of absolute solitude:     "Etre seul,   exclu de  Tunivers. 
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Seul,   avec son effroi!     Toucher le fond de la solitude absolue!"    (O.C., I, 
IP?*') 
Ironically, Oscar TMbault has always been alone without being aware of 
it.    Because of his arrogance,  pride,  and self-will, he has driven away those 
who might have been close  friends.     But it is not until he honestly faces up 
to his  pharisaical pride and  lack of love that he  feels the impact of his 
deep loneliness.     Obsessed by his isolation, Oscar's mind entertains meta- 
physical   sensations,  providing respite  for the dying man's anguish and   fear. 
X*"   i a only during these  experiences of "other-world-ness" that he can  free 
himself from the dread of his approaching death,  and hope  for a  future world. 
Abbe" Vecard initiates the   first occurrence of this feeling of peace:     "Non 
seulement  il n'avait plus peur de mourir, mais  ee qui   1'inquietait,   a cette 
minute,  c'etait d'avoir encore a vivre,  si peu que ce fut."    (O.C., I,  126/*- 
65)    Mortal  life becomes  so distant that it takes on an air of unreality for 
Oscar:     "T'air du monde ne lui etait plus resp1rable...ses  forces lui   pa- 
raissaient dissociees,  eparses et pour ainsi dire gisantes autour de lui. 
Qu'importait?    II ne leur appartenait deja plus:    elles etaient  les debris 
4«un personnage planetaire..."    (O.C., I,   1265)    These "moments privilege's'' 
which release Oscar from a world consisting only of physical pain and mental 
anguish are eagerly anticipated.     Within this exhilarating world of the un- 
known, he has no fear of death; he travels beyond the limits of death: 
la vie continuait  sans  lui,  comme  continue a couler la riviere 
pour le baigneur qui  a gagne" la berge.     Bt il   se trouvait non  seule- 
ment hors de la vie, mais de'ja presque hors de la mort:    il  s'elevait 
dans un ciel baigne'de  lumiere surnaturelle comme certains  firmaments 
d'ete.     (O.C., I,   1266) 
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Brief as tve metaphysical   experiences are,  they seem to have a lasting effect 
on Oscar's attitude toward death.    No longer is he deceived by the ingenious 
li»a which have hitherto concealed  from him the hopelessness  of his  condi- 
tion.     He has seen through the masks  of those taking care of him,   and realizes 
the   farce  played  for his benefit.    The "haut   point" of Oscar's  lucidity re- 
garding death is reached when he can  finally accept his own death w^'th ar. air 
of '"d4Terence:     "Impossible de rien  croire...  Au reste,  que  lui   importait? 
Tout lui e'tait egal:     definitivement,  totalement egal." (O.C.,  I,   126?) 
Ultimately Oscar's thoughts return to his total   solitude,   but instead 
>f  f"ar,   there is almost a sensation of welcome   for this isolation:     "Tl 
'tait  seul.    Seul avec Dieu.     Et tellement   seul,  que  la presence de Dieu 
meme n'avait pas raison de cette solitude!...  II n'avait plus  souci   de dis- 
tinguer la realite du reve.     II baignait dans une paix musicale."    (ibid.) 
It is as though he already belongs to another world—a world of peace and 
"iyst i e exei tement. 
But thi3 tranquility of soul will not  continue to soothe the dying man. 
He who has dreamed of "dying like a saint," becomes subject to one physical 
and mental   crisis after another,   stripping him of all human dignity which 
remains to him.     As his physical body rapidly degenerates,  so does his abil- 
ity to hold to reality.    The conscious and the subconscious  fight an almost 
constant duel,  the latter gradually claiming victory.     It is perhaps due to 
this  state of affairs that  Antoine  finally resorts to mercy-killing.     His 
decision is made after witnessing a humiliating scene: 
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Tout a coup,   le vi.eillard emit  un pstit rire,  etrangement net, 
enfantin...   Ses yeux restaient clos.    Alors,  assez distinctement mai s 
d'une  voix que ses hurlements avaient eraillee,  11 chantonna encore 
une   fois ce refrain da son enfance,   que Mademoiselle  lui  avait re- 
appris: 
Hop! Hop! Trilby trottine! 
Hop! Vite! Au rendez-vous! 
(O.C.,  I,   1283) 
Tr another context this scene might be  conical,  but under the circumstances 
it produces no laughter from either those attending Oscar or from the reader. 
Oscar's sons feel  only embarrassment and shame at his childish exhibition, 
whi le the  reader must   feel   pity for this helpless victim. 
Oscar Thibault will die reconciled,   but not the serene death he had 
hoped   for.     His death  is preceded by screams of anguish and pain which be- 
tray the broken creature.     In no way can the death of Oscar Thibault compare 
with the "grand bourgeois" life he had established for himself.     Degeneration 
of his mental and physical   abilities,  along with a growing awareness of the 
disintegration of bourgeois values,   result  in a completely different Oscar 
Thibault.     The mask he wore in health has been dropped and he is  left with- 
out any covering for his hypocritical life. 
Martin du Oard's  portrayal   of Oscar's death in ^ Mprt du P|re has been 
likened to Leo Tolstoy's short story, The Death of Ivan n^ch.     Denis Boak 
observed:     "...the intense psychological analysis of the idea of death;   from 
the point  of view of the dying man as well as of outsiders,  is common to 
both.-"     Several  critics have noted the unmistakable  similarity in the two 
15penis Roak, Ro^er Martin du Gard     (Oxford,  196?),  p.   91. 
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authors'  presentations of death.    Put whether or not  the simi"larities be- 
tween the two are intentional,  they are enough to merit comparison.     An 
analysis of the  death  of Ivan Ilych  should prove helpful in understanding 
the psychological   crisis experienced by Oscar Thibault. 
Ivan  II yen is an influential   judge whose extended illness produces a 
psychological  crisis.    Noticeable  changes occur in the good-natured,  wel"'- 
liked Russian leader.    Without being able to prevent these changes,   he be- 
comes an irritable,   selfish man who will   drive away his family and reject 
their  efforts of solace: 
...and  Ivan Tlych was left alone with the consciousness that hi3 
li *"e was poisoned;  and wa3 poisoning the lives of others,  and that 
this poison did not weaken but penetrated more and more deeply into 
his whole being....  And he had to live there all alone on the brink of 
an abyss, with no one who understood or pitied him.  6 
This  craving for pity and understanding,  though perhaps universal to all who 
fac° a harrowing death,   seems especially strong in Ivan's case: 
At certain moments after prolonged  suffering he wished mo3t  of 
all...for someone to pity him as a sick child is pitied.    He longed to 
he petted and comforted.     He knew he wa3 an important  functionary,  that 
he had a beard turning grey,  and  that therefore what ho longed   for was 
impossible, but  still he longed   for it.     (DII,   138) 
Ivan's illness exposes the insecurity he  feels when facing such overwhelming 
reality.     His pitiful but irreversible plight caus-s him to make desperate 
attempts to dispute the  fact of his  fatal   illness.    However,  all his efforts 
to dispel  the growing sense of fear cannot erase the constant pain,  the bit- 
ter taste in his mouth,  and an awareness of his  fate.    The   idea of death 
l6Leo Tolstoy, The Heath of Ivan Il£ch and Other Tories,  Aylmer Maude 
and J. D.  Duff,   trans.     (New rork,   I960),  pp.   126-27.    Hereafter cited as 211 
in the text. 
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introduces disconcerting questions:    "When I am not, what will there be? 
There will be nothing— Then where shall I be when I am no more?    Can this 
be dying?    Bo,  I don't want to!"    (DTI,   130)    Realizing his helplessness to 
r>""vent his death,   "Anger choked him and he was agonizingly,  unbearably mi- 
serable.     'It  is impossible that all men have been doaned to suffer this 
aw1*!)!  horror!'" (ibid.)    Existing with this horrible  fact  foremost in his 
thoughts produces a life-and-death struggle  for understanding of his  fate: 
"In the depth  of his heart he knew he was dying,  but not only was he not ac- 
customed to the thought,  he  simply did not and  could not  grasp it."    (MI, 
131)    Tvan is unwilling to release his grasp on the tangible, material   so- 
ciety to which he belongs and contributes. 
Tvan'.3 internal   struggle succeeds in commanding his thoughts and  he 
finds himself increasingly haunted by a phantom of death which surrounds him: 
It would  come and  stand before him and  look at him...and he would 
aea-^n begin asking himself whether It alone was true....  And what was 
worst of all was that It drew his attention to itself not in order to 
make him take  some action but only that he should look at  It,  look it 
straight in the face:    look at it and without doing anything,  suffer 
inexpressibly.     (DII,   133) 
Unable to dismiss this ever-present Thing from his moments of consciousness 
and  subconsciousness,   Ivan's mental ability to stave off the dreaded idea 
decreases rapidly.    He becomes more aware of his utter solitude and of his 
impending doom:     "left alone Ivan  Ilych groaned not  so much with pain...as 
from mental anguish.    Always and  forever the same,  always those endless days 
and nights.     If only It would  come qui cker!     If only what would  come qui cker? 
Death,  darkness...No,  no,     Anything rather than death!" (DII.   U0)    Th<s 
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abhorrence   of the reality of death   13 almost equaled by Ivan's   feeling to- 
ward the deception maintained by the members of his household: 
This deception tortured him—their not wishing to admit what they 
all knew and what he knew, but wanting to lie to him concerning hi3 
terrible condition, and wishing and forcing him to participate in thai 
lie. fhose lies—lies enacted over him on the eve of his death and 
destined to degrade this awful solemn act to the level of their visit- 
ings, their curtains, their sturgeon for dinner—were a terrible agony 
for Ivan Ilych.    (DII,  137) 
Ivan yearns  for the assurance that his death wi"1! have significant  impact 
upon those about him.    What he really seeks is a purpose  for his death,  but 
he fails to find one.    As a result,  a cloak of despair settles on the sick 
man: 
Always the same.    Now a spark of hope  flashes up, then  a sea of 
despair rages,   and   always pair.;  always pain,  always despair, and al- 
ways the  same.    When alone he had a dreadful desire to call someone, 
but  he knew beforehand that with others present it would  be sti ] 1 
worse.     (DII,   140) 
Pacing the new experience of metaphysical solitude,   Ivan la forced to admit 
his inability to find solace in a supernatural Being:     "He wept  on account 
of his helplessness, his terrible loneliness,  the cruelty of man, the cruel- 
ty of God,   and the absence of God."    (DU»   H6)    With neither mortal man nor 
God to dispel his solitude,   Ivan wrestles with the weighty problem of exis- 
tence.    He  searches  for some meaning to his death but  can  find  none:     "And 
whenever the thought occurred  to him,  as it often did, that it all   resulted 
from his not having lived as he ought to have done, he at one*  recalled the 
correctness of his  whole  life and dismissed 30 strange an idea."  (DII.,   148) 
But doubt  soon conquers  Ivan's smug assurance of his well-ordered life. 
He is seized with an insatiable desire to understand the meaning of hi3  life 
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and approaching death.    His total case of self-justification falls apart be- 
fore the minute   scrutiny of introspection.    Left defenseless,   Ivan submits 
to his wife's insistence that he make confession and receive the sacrament 
from their priest.    Although  this  religious rite brings temporary comfort, 
Tvan does not  receive the consoling force needed to calm his tormented mind. 
When  Ivan Ilyeh arrives at the brink of death, he enters a three-day 
period of almost constant  screaming.     Succumbing to the world  of the  sub- 
conscious,  he wrestles "in that black sack iiito which he was being thrust 
by an invisible,  resistless  force.    He  struggled as  a man  condemned to death 
struggles in the hands of the executioner,  knowing he cannot  save himself." 
(mi,  154)    But Ivan does save himself in the sense that he redeems himself 
in the eyes of his family and his God:     "With a look at his wife he indica- 
ted his son and said:     'Take him-away...sorry for him...sorry for you too...' 
He tried to add,   'forgive me', but  said   'forego' and waved his hand,  knowing 
that He whose understanding mattered would understand."    (DII,   155)    Recon- 
ciled at   last,  Ivan concentrates on his   final act which will release his 
family and   free himself:    the act of dying.    Finding a real   purpose  in his 
death,  Ivan  suddenly is aware that all  anguish has disappeared.     Death has 
lost its terror: 
And death...where is  it? 
He sought his  former accustomed fear of death and did  not   find it 
...There was no fear because there was no death. 
In place of death there was light. 
"So that's what it  is!"    he suddenly exclaimed.. ."What  Joy!" (DII. 
155-56) 
T.uch a miraculous transformation  from a state of fear and dread to exhilara- 
tion in the  face of death  seems a little implausible.     And his dying thought: 
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"Death is   finished...   Tt is no more!"    (DTI.   156), takes on an air of rheto- 
rical   eloquence which makes one almost  forget the long hours of agony and 
anguish this man has endured.     However, to those watching by his bedside, 
Tvan Tlych die3 a horrible,   agonizing death,   gasping for breath. 
The Death of Ivan  Hych was written by an author whose influence  on 
pr Martin du (lard is well established.     Thi3 particular story by Tolstoy 
offers a point  of close  comparison which   is very useful   in identifying the 
various  stages of the psychological crisis of death.    In the case of Tvan 
Ilych,  as well   as Oscar Thi.bault,  there is significant  degeneration of the 
mental   faculties.    Both undergo crises which reduce them from proud,   influ- 
ential men to empty-handed,   embittered victims of death until  the  last  few 
moments.     There is strong resemblance in the fear which  paralyzes these two 
invalids and produces doubt,   suspicion of the affections of others,  and the 
frightening sensation of solitude.    Both  struggle helplessly against the 
relentless enemy of life, knowing their struggle is in vain,  yet  driven to 
fight until  they can no more.    The inherent desire to live wars  constantly 
with the inevitability of death.     The two become more dependent on others; 
not only in the expected physical sense,  but also for moral   support.     As 
a»in",   shriveling,  unloved men who fac<- an inexpressible  fate, th*y reach 
out   in search  of human  compassion:    ^scar to Antoine and  Tvan to his servant, 
"■era3im. 
Religion seems to have the  sam» effect  on both,  even though their reli- 
gious backgrounds are so different.    Oscar's religion has been no more than 
a stimulant   for his good works, With Ivan's  concept of religion also relating 
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to living "a good life."    They both have depended upon their exemplary con- 
duct to assure them of an acceptable  fate.    Put their first reaction toward 
religious acceptance of death is a  feeling of disillusionment.     Neither 
finds in his "faith" the nanacea he expected.     However, both are ultimately 
reconciled to death  and welcome  its arrival. 
Oscar Thibault and "Wan Tlych experience the psychological   crisis of 
death which  completely reverses their  former conceptions of the total mean- 
ine of life.     For it is only through dying that they are able to see them- 
selves  for what  they really are and  to understand  the purpose of their exis- 
*°n-e. 
CHAPTER TV 
THE DEATHS OF JACQUES AND ANTOINE THTBAITLT 
To fully comprehend the meaning of death for Oscar Thibault,  one must 
be familiar with the deaths of his two sons,  Jacques and Antoine.    The 
measure of a man's worldly success or failure largely remains in the hands 
of his offspring.    What  Jacques and Antoine do with their heritage deter- 
mines  largely the extent of their father's influence.     And the way each son 
faces death indicates acceptance or rejection of values taught in their for- 
mative years. 
Jacques,  Oscar's youngest son, has always been possessed with an unna- 
tural   fear of death.    Images of the dead he has seen,  both human and animal, 
stamp themselves indelibly upon his mind:    the naked, distended body of an 
Italian suicide victim,  the dead horse in Marseilles,  the slain dog in the 
streets of Paris,  and the  corpse of his own father.     Jacques is not. only un- 
usually affected by the visual,  physical appearance  of death,  but is haunted 
by the idea of suicide.     He  flippantly uses the phrase "Je vais me tuer" in 
order to  coerce Daniel to follow his suggestions.    Much  later he will hurl 
th. same desperate threat at his father when he abandons home for his life 
of freedom.     Finally, this obsession will cause him to choose  suic'de  as the 
manner of his own death. 
In his life and death,  Jacques Thibault  symboli.es the romantic idealism 
of pre-war France.    In spite of the social   orientation of h< s  lif-. result 
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both  of hia bourgeois training and, more importantly,   of his dedication to 
socialist  ideals—Jacques depicts the  individual   search for life's meaning. 
Tike Michel   in Side's T ' Immoral iste.  Jacques rejects al "■   established moral 
values in order to become an "etre authentique."    He is a natural   rebel, 
characterized by solitude, the inevitable trait of individualism.    Tn the 
eyes of his contemporaries,   he has an exciting life of travel,  association 
with  Leaders  of the socialist movement,   and Involvement in a cause.    But 
these privileges cannot, erase the  feeling of loneliness and "depaysemcnt" 
which  follows Jacques to his death. 
Death to Jacques is almost synonymous with war.    As a faithful disci p1^- 
if the Socialist doctrine, he  fights  for Its pacifist position.    When the 
""""■a*--'on   fails to prevent war,   his idealism is badly shaken,  hut he 
maintains his personal  conviction against participation in war:    "PlutSt 
mourir que d'accepter ce que   1e d^sapprouve de toute mon 8me!     Plutot  mouHr 
qua ofl reniement!"    (O.C., II, 619)    Having made such a declaration of com- 
mitment, there remains only one course  or action for Jacques—to die  for his 
cause. 
rn  ,H»r to redeem Mawlf and make one  last effort, to save the Social- 
4-*   anti-war cause,  Jacques chooses to sacrifice his life.    He is convinced 
of the power of the individual  act of courage and  faith;   not only as it 
8aPT„ one's  own need,  but also in its universal  significance:     "Ta ruerre, 
Jubilee peut-e-tre... la revolte,  la  fraternisation,   1'armistice!...   Etre 
fidile...   Fidele,  et utile...   "tile,  enfin!    Racheter ma vie,   T<nuttlite' de 
ma *.,„   % trouver la grande paix...." (O.C.,  II,   715)    Thus does Jacques 
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hope  to reconcile himself with his ideal and to prove himself to those he 
■ 
oves. 
Tn spite of Jacques* idealism, his "acte exemplaire" fails to achieve 
Its purpose.     Just when it  seems that Jacques will succeed in making his 
mark on the   future, his mission is a complete  failure.     Along with Meynes- 
tral,  his  socialist "father" and  friend,  Jacques meets death without accom- 
plishing any of his mission.     All the pacifist pamphlets intended for sol- 
liera  on the hattlefields, are hurned in the charred ruins of their small 
plan".     Jacques   faces a horrible death of excruciating pain,  unable even to 
identify himself as an ally to the French  soldiers who find him on the battle- 
Field.    Mental anguish accompanied with unspeakable physical agony torture 
him constantly: 
Surtout,  il est san3 forces.     Sans forces pour per.ser,  pour sortir 
de son eneourdissement.    la gorge irrite'e par la poussiere,   les gen- 
cives desse'chees par la  fievre,  par la soif,   la langue en sang,   il est 
perdu dans  ce pietinement innombrable, dans ce bruit d'armee en marche, 
rv-rdu et seul,  coupe'de tout, de la vie,  de  la mort.     (O.C.,  II,  73?) 
Tormented physically and mentally,   Jacques gradually understands that he will 
even be deprived of a spy's trial  and execution.    His hope of testifying for 
the socialist cause vanishes and totally alone, totally disillusioned,  he 
waits   for death:     "La main fine;   la main nerveuse de Meynestral,   noircit,  se 
recroqueville a vue d'oeil,  devient une patte de poule,   calcine'e... Les 
tracts!     Tous brfile'e,   perdue...  Mourir... Mourir."    (O.C., II,   7tt)    But death 
is in no hurry to deliver Jacqt.es,   subjecting him instead to physical   torture 
and to the  abusive,  undeserved accusations of the French soldiers:     "tte es- 
Dion...un alboche...'    les mots oourent de bouche en bouche.     Autour de Jacques, 
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la  -rtrc"!e  se r*sserre, hostile, menacan*.     Tl   est seul,  ligote,   sang fie?er\fi&9 
Ti   detourne  les yeux.     Une brulure a la   loue le  fait tressailHr.    On rlcane." 
(O.C.,  IT,  747)     Jacques,  a self-appointed hero of the socialist movement, is 
condemned to endure in silent humiliation the injustices paid him.     Finally, 
after endless hours of agony,  after being deprived of a stretcher for his 
r.an^led  body,  death brings release:     "tin   froid soudain, un  froid qui  vient 
des  jambes, monte,  avec une lenteur, mort.elle,   jusqu'au coeur."     (O.C., II, 
7^7)    Jacques is mercifully spared the final act of cruelty committed against 
him,   for he does not  feel his executioner's bullet which labels him as a spy 
and traitor to his own country. 
The death  of Jacques Thibault  fails to have universal significance ex- 
cept in a negative  sense.     His death exemplifies the  failure of the indivi- 
dual effort against society,  and in this  case, the futility of man's efforts 
to combat  the machinery of war. 
Antoine also is "committed" to a social   cause by virtue of his profes- 
sion.    However,  whereas Jacques' dedication is to an idealistic philosophy, 
Antoine's   life  centers on spontaneous action.    He has formed his philosophy 
of life upon personal  freedom without thought  of its effect on humanity: 
"Eh bien!     Vivre,   c'est agir,  apres tout!    Ca n'est pas philosopher...  Me'di- 
ter sur la vie?    A quo<   bon?    Fai re son travail proprement,...et  laisser la 
vie courir!"    (O.C.,  II,   146-47)    This selfish detachment from society is 
abruptly dissolved by the onset of World War T.     Interrupted  from his  orga. 
niMd  life,   Antoine must leave all that is dear to him. and enter the war. 
Two years   later, while searching  for wounded soldiers,  he becomes victim of 
the effects of mustard  gas which result in  fatal  injury to his lungs. 
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Confirmed to a hospital in southern France,  Antoine still possesses his 
sest for living a useful life.    He determines to be the conqueror,  not  a 
victim of his malady, by writing a case history of his illness and compiling 
data he had collected during his   fifteen years in medicine. 
\ntoine's natural optimism meets the ultimate test when he  returns to 
^aris  for the funeral of one of his  former servants.     In Paris he pays a 
visit to his former medical advisor and co-worker,   Philip.     This visit marks 
the turning point of Antoine*s condition following Philip's examination: 
Et soudain,   sur ce  visage dont il avait,  en dix annees de colla- 
boration,  appris a de'chiffrer les moindre3 nuances, dans les petit3 
yeux gris,  clignotants derriere le lorgnon, il 3urprit l'aveu involon- 
taire:     une intense pitie.     Ce fut comme un verdict:   ..."Tu n'echap- 
peras pas,  tu es perdu!"    (O.C.,  II,  902) 
Mo longer can Antoine  ignore the awful truth.    There remains the  fearful task 
of finding an acceptable  approach to his own death.     For one accustomed to 
the   sight  of suffering humanity and the death of others,  who has always main- 
tained an air of indifference toward death, Antoine's immediate  reaction is 
•we of bewildered terror.     Fleeing Philip's presence,  alone in the  Paris 
streets,  he is overcome by a yearning for pity.    For the first time in his 
life he is conscious of his own loneliness: 
...il re'rechit  a cette chose inexplicable:    pas un ami!     II s'etait 
toujoura montre'sociaftle,  obligeant; il  s'etait acquis 1'attachment de 
tousles malades;  il avait toujours eu Is sympathie de  ses  camarades,   .a 
confiance de ses mattres;  il avait Its violemment aim,* par quelques 
femmes-mais il n'avait pas un seul ami!    II n'en avait Jamais eu!  Jacques 
lul-nAne....   (o.c., II, 907) 
As the weight of the hopelessness  of his physical   condition bears down upon 
him,  Antoine realizes that his only salvation is to m himself with a convincing 
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ohi loeophy.     He Is determined to conquer the  fear of death and  all   its ac- 
companying "ghosts" and thereby recover h^s optimistic attitude.    This in- 
tense Struggle   for such assuran?** passes through many stages of upheaval 
wv--v  even his rationalism cannot explain: 
Ce calme relatif devant  la fatalite...je ne 1»ai   pas attaint  sans 
traverser une effroyable revolution inteVieure. 
Pendant des  jours,  d'interminables nuits d'insomni",   <'ai   v»cu an 
fond d'un gouffre.    Lee tortures de  1'enfer...   Comment la raison re- 
si ste-t-elle?    Et par quel mysterieux cheminement   finit-on par depasser 
ce paroxysme de detresse et de revolte, pour parvenir a cette espece 
d'acceptatior?    (O.C., II,  911-12) 
Antoine  finds himself fostering the hope that his   scientific philosophy of 
Ufa may prove sufficient in his time of personal   crises.    He endeavors to 
achieve a state of apathy which will enable him to be resigned to his   own 
ieath.    "owever,   such a state is not  quite  so easy to accomplish  for a nan 
—   ^ounied with  living.    ;'e has always been s\irrounded by men of purpose 
with definite  goals in sleht..   Tt is understandable that he will  not   succumb 
to an attitude of indifference in the face of death.     Instead,  Antoine re- 
solv.a to mak* a mental   inspection of his Hfe thus  far and of the possihi- 
utlM   for tfce  f„ture.     This decision is based partly on his habit of orga- 
nisation and partly because,   as he admits to Jenny Fontanin:     "Quand on a 
-'♦' passionnement e'pris de la V,,  on ne s'en de'tache pas  <"aci lement.. .et 
moins encore  si   Ton sent qu'elle /cbanpe... M*ne eheS un condamne',  un mort 
en sursis,   11   y a un tel appAit de pro.iets,  d'espe'rances!"    (O.C.,  II,  913} 
This project to which he refers will  be his last:     organi,ing his  death. 
Fully aware that he  can never recover from his illness, he nevertheless  can- 
not w^llinijly submit to death: 
ia 
Au cours de  la guerre,   je n'ai pas un seul  jour accepte de mouri r. 
Pas une  seule  fois,   fut-ce durant dix secondes,   je n'ai   fait.  Is  saor^' - 
f\Co fa na peau.    Et de meV?, maintenant:    je me refuse au sacrifice. 
Je ne peux plus me  faire d'illusions,   je sui s Men oblige de  constater, 
d'attendre  1'irremediable; mais  je ne peux pas  cnsentir r.i  etre  com- 
plice par la resignation.    (O.C., II, 919-20) 
This  inner compelling force which   forbids resignation,  acts a3 a creative 
instrument in Antoine's plan  for his death.    The   focal point of Antoine's 
->r»anized death is Jean-Paul, the illegitimate  son of Jacques and Jenny. 
This child takes first place in Antoine's plans and thoughts, for ho is the 
only one who may possibly succeed where his ancestors have failed: 
Quel miracle—pas d'autre mot—que 1'apparition de cet enfant a 
I'instant precis ou les deux lignees dorA il  sort,  Fontanin et Thibault, 
allaient   s'eteindre sans avoir rien donne  qui vaille! 
...Est-ce  fou d'imaginer que ea repond a quelque chose, va quelque 
dessein de la creation?    Orgueil  familial, peut-Stre.    Et pourqo** cet 
enfant ne  serait-il  pas le pre'destine?    1'aboutissement de  1'obscur 
effort de  la race pour fabriquer un type parfait de 1'espece   ^ibau.t. 
le Kenle que la nature  se doit de reussir un jour,  et dont nous n etlons, 
moVpere,  mon  freTe et moi,   que les ebauches?    Cette violence concen- 
tred,   cette puissance,   qui   e'taient de"ja en nous avant d'etre en lid, 
pourquoi   ne  s'epanouiraient-elles pas,   cette  fois, en force vraiment 
cre'atrice?    (O.C., II,  920-21) 
Antoine is willing to entrust all  that the Thibault name has ever represented 
to the one remaining heir.     At flwt this appears to b. a highly lrr.tlon.1 
decision  for a logical, intelligent man to make.    On the other hand, when one 
considers Antoine's alternatives, he   seems to have no other choice.     He has 
always  acted with concrete,   realizable  goals in view.     As he faces death, 
this habit is reinforced.    The need for an ideal,   a hope,  a reason   for having 
!ivod,   intensifies.     Antoine has no other object upon which  to devote his at- 
tention, to leave what possessions he owns,  and upon which to attach his name. 
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He ^eems obsessed,   like his   father,  by the desire to live on after death. 
^s only way to accomplish this is through his nephew, Jean-Paul: 
Cette vitalit/d'autrefois—cette act.ivite que  je mettais a entre- 
prendre,   ce perpetuel  rebondissement,—je l'attribue en grande partie 
au hegoin qiie j'avais de me prolonger par la creation:    de "survivr»." 
"erreur instinctive de disparaftre...  Chez moi, trait hereditaire... 
Pesoin   superbe de lutter contre l'effacement,  de lai.sser 3on empreinte... 
Yoi   aussi,   secret espoir d'attacher mon nom a une oeuvre qui me prolonge, 
a une decouverte,   etc.     (2»2-» TT,   921) 
jnan-Paul  is this "oeuvre",  the one to whon  Antoine's   i-'arv ; '  ai ■■*•■•-    ••,   a»-i 
the beneficiary of Antoine's discoveries during his self-analy-'   . 
An'.oinefs lingering illness provides ample time for a steady evolution 
of lucidity with regard to himself, his  life,  and death.    Certainly c" na^- 
value to his new self-conception is the discovery of his place in the ur.i- 
vers°: 
Je  sais Men ou seraient la raison,   la sagesse,   ou serait  la di^ni- 
te:     pouvoir de nouveau considerer le monde et son incessant devenir, 
en lui-mSme.    Non plus a travers moi et  cette mort prochaine.    Me dire 
que  Je  suis une parcelle insignifiante de Tunivers.     Parcelle gachee. 
Tant ois.     Qu»est-ee,  en comparaison du reste,   qui  continuera apres 
moi?...Insignifiante, oui, mais  i»y attachais tant de prix!    (O.C., II, 
920) 
The discovery of his own unimportance consequently results in his elevation 
of the importance of others.    He who has never attached himself unreservedly 
- anyone is suddenly aware of a feeling akin to brotherhood toward the mon 
around him who await his same fate: 
D.ou vient  que  cette sensation d'isolement peut   ^IV^TLU 
ce-der la place a un e'lan de  fraternite', presque de tendresse    pour peu 
que  j9 surprenne  lMn d'entre eux au coeur de aa -^^    
Taf ^ 
fois    il m'a suffi d'aPercevoir...un voisin dotage en tr.in de       r. 
un di ces humbles  gestes auxquels  on ne  s'abandonnej, 1»    - 
assure' d'etre seul (penche' sur une photo .ubrept^"•^^^ 
noche;  ou se signant avant de se mettre au lit;  ou, moins  Wieorei 
u 
gourlant a une pensee secrete,  d'un air vaguement egare)—pour decouvr'v 
augsitot 811 lud   le prochair;,   "is senblabl?, un parei 1  a moi. dont,  une mi- 
nut8(  je Pgva de  fa<re mon aid!    (O.C., II, ?'
,',) 
-v., saturation of Antoine's awareness Is unmistakable—from an attitude of 
joncern about others, he has become a perceptive individual genuinely In- 
terested in others. One has only to recall Antoine's former philosophy to 
realize the radical transformation. This la how Martin du Gard had explained 
UJ philosophy: "La vic.c'e'tait avant tout un large espace decouvert ou 
les gens actifa comme ltd n'avaier.t qu'a s'elancer avec entrain; et, quand 
11 diaait:    aimer la vie,  11 voulait dire:    s'aimer soi-meme, eroire an aoi." 
(O.C., T,  1129) 
War,   sickness, and  certain death have made the difference in Antoinata 
attittld9 t..ward life.    Mo longer able to believe solely in himself,  he  faces 
fcrtj, ^ti, the desire,   perhaps universal,  to believe in Someone, 
.raving does not produce a  faith by which he can reach, any supernatural  be- 
ing:    "Aueun Dieu n'a jamais re"po"du aux appels,  aux interrogations de 
LihM.     Ca  qu'il prend pour des responses,  c'est seulement  l«acho de aa v i K. 
ft. univara aat clos,  Hit* a lui."    (O.C., II, 971)    Faced with no othar 
support   than himself,  and convinced that death la almp* non-existence,   An- 
toine continues to search  for  a reason  for having lived.    This question is 
his "ghost" which  refuses to leave without  a satisfactory answer: 
impossible de  se ^arrasser int^ralemen+   de Jj-*^£_. 
"Quelle peut Stre  la ■H**"** ^da«and.r»    "A qu'<   ca rime?" 
»on passed   J. me surprend. souvent a n-*£*£ % J^ ca, 
A rien.     A men du to*.    On <** *J ^ ]eg moelleg. w 3 
parce qu»on a dix-huit siecles °-J£r de goi   en 9ol, at plua on 
plus on re'fla'ehit, f^^TSlLTZ «■ ■*»' • *—'"    *  *" est peWtre par cette verite evident*.      ^ 
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n'a d'importance si  ce n'est de s'efforcer a ?tre le moins malheureux 
possible au cours de cette ephemere  villegiature....   (O.C., II,   987-8P) 
The conclusions reached by Antoine fall considerably short of his former op- 
timism about the worth of man. He seems to be approaching a state of indif- 
ference,   of the "tout m'est egal" attitude of Oscar. 
But  such  is not the  case with Antoine.    Lucid enough to accept his death 
and to "plan" it with the help of a simple injection,  Antoine,  through his 
diary, transmits his hope to Jean-Paul: 
"Au nom de quoi vivre, travailler,  dormer 3on maximum?"    Au nom du 
passe et de Tavenir.     Au nom de ton pere et de tes fils,^au nom du 
mail Ion que tu es dans  la cha^ne...   Assurer la continuite'... Transmettre 
ce qu'on a recu—le transmettre ameliore,   enrlchi. 
Et c'est peut-etre  ca,  notre raison d'etre?    (O.C., II,   989) 
Antoine's message of hope is to Jean -Paul, offspring of a Protestant-Catholic 
union, who becomes a symbol of the post-war generation in France. 
Antoine dies on November 18,  1918, at the  end of World War I.     His death, 
like that  of his   father,  will mark the end of an era and the rise of a new 
generation.     For Camus,  the major significance of Antoine's death is that 
"Una societe' va mouri r avec  lui,  aussi Men; mais la question est de savoir 
ce qui,  par un indlvidu geTneVeux,  peut se transmettre de Tancien monde au 
nouveau...."    (O.C.,  I,   xxvi )    While Antoine's death signifies a greater co- 
llective death,  it also implies future possibilities and potentialities. 
Although, the  crises Antoine  faces during his illness may seem, altogether 
--rent   from those which Jacques and 0,car experience,  there are several 
parallels which need to be drawn in order to give proper perspective to each 
individual death. 
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One needs to remember the forces of motivation during the lives of Os- 
car and his sons to understand the consequences of their deaths.    Oscar was 
directed by tradition,  Jacques by idealism, and Antoine by logic.    Death 
renders inadequate the first two directives, and necessitates a reassessment 
of the third. 
All three Thibaults manifest a fear of death in varying degrees.    Oscar 
experiences this fear only after realizing his irreversible physical condi- 
tion.    Jacques is haunted by the idea of death to such an extent that it 
overshadows his personal relationships and shortens his life.    Antoine knows 
the paralyzing sensation of this metaphysical  dread just after having read 
his death  sentence in Philip's eyes.    But his  fear subsides and is quite sue- 
,.-..<■-,•••-.   concealed. 
The "hantise" that each experiences to seme degree is directly associ- 
ate with the   fear of disappearing fron the field of action and being for- 
pfcta*    Oscar does everything humanly possible to insure a form of earthly 
-:-,rtality by attaching his name to everything he has possessed and con- 
troll*.    Jacques dies with only faint hopes that his act of courage will not 
have been in vain; while Antoine's aspirations of outliving himself rest upon 
Jean-Paul. 
„,„, i. ais„.«-!«.«•>< — ^ ™« l°eech -"• luol'"t), 
wo» ., -it— «* m — « ««"""• 
b»wols "^ * "" 
(.U^ —**    Hi, *•. —S - «» *""' " 
Uf' te81"' ,h" 
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in humiliating discoveries about his true self,  and a lowering of hia  self- 
esteem.     Jacques remains the  least "aware" of the three,  perhaps because his 
life is  cut off before he has had time to concentrate sufficiently on the 
problem of life.     It seems that he is on the verge of discovering both him- 
self and his world when he  impulsively makes the decision which will end his 
life.     Thus Antoine is the one who comes  closest to knowing himself,  to re- 
solving for himself the weighty questions  concerning life and death. 
Irony plays a significant part in the deaths of Oscar,   Jacques,  and 
Antoine Thibault.     In the  case of Oscar,  death unmasks the real Mr.   Thibault 
and renders useless all the years of religious piety,   strict discipline,  and 
zealous works performed by the Thibault  father. 
The   irony of Jacques' death lies in the  futility of his sacrifice.    The 
courageous act which is to make his life meaningful ends in pathetic  failure, 
and negates all  his  idealistic dreams of self-fulfillment. 
Antoine1 s death is also ironical by virtue of the fact that he succeeds 
in understanding his reason   for living,  only to be  forced to relinquish his 
life. 
The deaths of Oscar,   Jacques, and Anto:ne ar* ultimately,  humanly indu- 
ce!;  that  of Oscar and Antoine by an injection,  that o' Jacques by willful 
choice.    Yet each one of the three, in different ways, and with different 
consequences,  experiences death as a psychological   crisis.    Oscar is brought 
face-*-"ace with his disagreeable image, but is unable to do much to change 
that iaage except to attempt a last-mimite hold on his religious  faith.   Jacques 
lies Without  really understanding himself,  while Antoine's psychological   crisis 
tffeeta significant changes in his values and his total outlook on life. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
From the  first volume  of Les Thibault. le Cahier gris, to the  conclu- 
Bion  0f 
T >Bpi TORUS,   there is a steadily increasing preoccupation with the 
theme of death.    The  first three volumes introduce the theme with the deaths 
of a few minor  characters and  some animals.    The main characters are given 
th» opportunity to react  generally to the idea of death.     For the most part, 
there is either  complete refusal to consider the  subject,  or a Btoio indif- 
ference toward  it. 
La Pelle Saison.  probabTy the most optimistic of the  volumes of Los 
Thibault,   nevertheless is a   foreshadowing of the obsession with death which 
is to follow.     The themes of sex and death are linked in this   section which 
treats the budding romance between Jacques and Jenny,  as well as  Antoine«s 
romantic affairs.    The accidental  death  of a dog-a very minor incident—is 
Significant because it results in the  first intimate conversation between 
Jacques  and Jenny.    Thi3 relationship will ultimately carry the sex-death 
thenn to a  completed  cycle in L'Ete' 19H:     s"*ual  union-Jacques'  death- 
procreation. 
Tn the   case  of Antoine,   the sex-death theme is suggested rather than 
explicitly treated.     Antoine's only satis-actory love affair ends in  er- 
ratic* and or, a   fatal not.,     "ache!   leaves Antoine to ponder the pulling 
/*,.„».        fiui •  -»n  f nir!    Le sui ci'!», me tuer... OuiJ   « 
\ ,   „ ...„      iin -nicide sans t>r4'ditati on,  presque seul   issu a de tell.es angoisses.    un suici 
w 
gana   cor.sentement,  simplement pour echapper,   n'importe comment,   avant.  qu' 
ait attaint son paroxysm-,  c cef-e souffranc dart   l'atau  sc resserre!" (O.C., 
T,  1050)    For the first time,   Antoine gives serious thought to suicide as a 
method of escape from life.    The incident seems tr- purposely occur at the and 
of the third volume of Martin du Card's "roman-fleuve."    It signifies that 
t-v„ "belie  3aison" has  laterally ended  for the Thibault family. 
In tht   following volume, !a Consultation,  the theme of death  is brought 
to the foreground.    This volume narrates a day in the professional   life of 
Antoine and  provides a logical approach to the illness of his  father,  Oscar. 
Anto-'ne's  close association with illness and death has rendered him almost 
Lmnune to any emotion except indifference toward this natural  phenomenon of 
life.     Only momentarily is he disturbed as he views senseless suffering and 
d°ath,   especially among the  children to whom he has devoted his medical ca- 
-e^r.     He is  revolted by the injustice which   fate deals to mankind. 
Volumes  four and  five of Tes Thibault,  gradually intensify the preoccu- 
pation with death.    La 3orel1ina serves a d-ial   purpose:     the major crisis oV 
Oscar's illness along with his acknowledgment that he is going to die, and 
the successful   search   for Jacques, the Thiba.lt  fugUive.    With his return, 
Oscar's   slow,   agonising death wi.ll be witnessed by the entire Thibault houaa- 
'    Id in La Mort du ±r*.     As he views the corpse of his   father,  Antoine  feala 
a sense of despair at the destructive  fore* of death.    Death is beginning to 
have a personal   meaning for him:     "...a» fond,   la mort seule existe:     elle 
refute tout,   elle d/passe tout...absurdemor.t.»    (O.C., I,   tf05)  An+oine's 
*n 
expression of uneasiness illustrates the mood which wil] dominate the re- 
mainder of the novel. 
While T_a "orellina and La Mort du Pere are restricted to the Individual 
-"«ath of Oscar Thibault, L'Ste 1914 broadens the  scope of this theme.     As a 
river relinquishes its individual characteristics upon emptying into the 
ocean,  so does individual death as it is lost in the countless deaths of hu- 
manity.    In this long,  penultimate volume, death is associated primarily 
with war.    The unpreventable World War I sweeps the Thibault  family, along 
with Europe, into a period of unprecedented death.    Within this universal 
sweep of death, however, the author deals specifically with two individual 
leaths of main characters.    Jer%e Fontanin,  father of Daniel  and Jenny, 
somite  suicide.     And with the conclusion of T'Ste  19H.   Jacques' horrible 
death again focuses the theme on an individual level.    This in turn prepares 
for the  final individual death in Les Thibault:    the death of Antoine. 
I'Epilogue begins and ends with death—from the death  of Mademoiselle 
■>- Waize,   Antoir.e's former housekeeper—to his own.    This last volume is di- 
vided into two sections:    the first, a narrative account of Antoine's ill- 
ness,   followed  by his personal   Journal  kept until the date of his death. 
MTfpiloKue contains the most thorough self-analysis of any of the characters 
LB Jjes Thibault Who are  confronted with the inevitability of doa*h. 
-he theme  of death is the connecting thread which winds thro-,- the 
entipe noTOl.     it   linta the   characters,  the social   and politick   events,   and 
is the principal   r«lity of Martin du Card's masterpiece.    Melvin Gallant 
points out that "tous lee autres themes, tell  la religion, l»affranchi.iement, 
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I 17 la maladie,   '''amour,   la souffrance,   sont conditionnes par la mort." 
asse^sm^nt   seems to be valid when one considers the  fearful power death 
vr°"Ms in the  course of the lives of Martin du Card's main characters. Death 
In -°s Thibault is  like a plague which  encompasses not only individuals and 
individual   families,   but  communities as well;  in this particular case, most 
„r M,„  voBtsm World.    This death threatens to destroy not only human lives, 
■-■••'   oomple+e  systems of morals and ideals. 
Martin du C-ard, with deep sensitivity and understanding of human na- 
ture, explores extensively individual  reactions in the face of death.    He 
do»s this by means  of a psychological   analysis of the characters involved. 
Maintaining for the most  part a neutral   omniscence,  the author presents the 
death crises of his main characters either through the words and thoughts of 
witnesses,   or directly from the character himself.     The reader knows the 
psychological   crises experienced by Oscar primarily through accourt s of the 
witnesses.     .laches'  encounter with death, though narrated, discloses the 
personal  sensations,  reactions,  and thoughts of this suicide victim.    But it 
is in the detailed analysis of Antoins's death that the reader becomes wit- 
tiss. to the physical-cental   examination.     Antoine's death assumes a more per- 
sonal,   realistic quality since it  is told in the  first person.    His intense 
desire to know himself and to  justify his own existence ,ives lasting rele- 
vance to Martin du Gard's treatment of this essential, problem of the human 
condition.    Death without significance is the disturbing factor with which 
ramus and Sartre will struggle  in their efforts to develop meaningful   anpr.ach-s 
170allantf pp. 11-12. 
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to man's existence.    And While Martin du Oard points out that death, to a 
large measure,  does rob existence of its meaning, he offers guarded hope. 
Although Les Thihault is essentially pessimistic in its outlook, it ends on 
,„ optimistic note.    Significantly completing his novel with the name "Jcan- 
Daul", Martin du Card projects the idea that humanity somehow carries on in 
spite of this omnipresent threat of death. 
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